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V10: Modelling and Simulation I 
What’s simulation? Simulation is the imitation (models) of the operation of a real-

world process or system over time (dynamics).” 

 

 

1. Basic idea of simulation 

1.1. Goal: simulation of model 

  

 

- we can calculate �̇�(𝑡) with differential equation 

- we can make an estimation of 𝑡∗ 

- NOT good estimation for long-time steps 

- for small time steps → good estimation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- principle: 

o instead to direct predict to 𝑡∗ we make a lot of steps in between 

o begin with prediction of �̇�(𝑡0) for a small timestep ℎ (NOT direct for 𝑡∗) → getting estimation 

o continue until 𝑡0 + 𝑁ℎ ≈ 𝑡∗ 

➔ small step estimation instead one estimation 

 

2. Simulation Solver Properties 

A. (1st Order) State-Space Representation: 

�̇�(𝑡)  =  𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) 

B. Integration Model: (e.g. Euler Explicit) 

𝑥 (𝑡 +  ℎ ) =  𝑥 (𝑡)  +  ℎ  �̇�(𝑡) 

C. Needing to define timestep ℎ (fixed / 

adaptive) 
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A. State Space Representation 

State Space Representation 1st order 

 

State Space Representation 2nd order and higher 

 

+ notes! 

 

Activation Dynamics 

 

bringing in a form where we have four dimensions 

that is mathematically equivalent, but formulate in 

another way 

Segment Dynamics 

 

Simulation of both (Activation and Segment) 

- combination of all states in one state vector x 

- 𝑎1(𝑡): activity of first muscle 

- 𝑎2(𝑡): activity of second muscle 

- 𝜑(𝑡): angles of knees 

- ! Never forget to translate the initial conditions → 

without them → not mathematically equivalent 

 

 

B. Activation Dynamics with Explicit Euler 

Explicit Euler 

Principle:  

1. prediction of state for the next time step (𝒙(𝒕 + 𝒉)): state based on 

current state (𝒙(𝒕)) + time length (𝒉) multiplied with the rate of change 

(�̇�(𝒕)) 

2. at each time point 𝒕 can predict next point in explicit form 
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1. Second Order ODI 

2. Bringing into state space form 

3. Plot state space form into explicit Euler 

equation 

➔ beginning with the calculation simulation by 

hand 

Problem: very long! (S. 22) → using of programming 

 

Simulation Result of Activation Dynamics → < computer simulation by MatLab 

- analytical curve can be evaluated as many points we 

want 

- explicit euler is simulated in three time step of 1 ms 

3. once red signal (true signal) start rising → blue 

signal lacks behind (starts rising later) → than once red 

signal not rise, blue signal is still rising faster → because we 

do feedforward prediction in explicit form (just sum up 1 ms) 

→ delay 

 

How to avoid delay? → Implicit Euler 

Principle: prediction of state for the next time step (𝒙(𝒕 + 𝒉)): 

state based on current state (𝒙(𝒕)) + time length (𝒉) multiplied 

with the rate of change at next step (�̇�(𝒕 + 𝒉)) 

➔ NOT prediction at current slope but try to estimate slope 

that we will have at next time step and application of this slope 

➔ Implicit: Requires Solving Equation for each time step 

 

 

- 2 equations with 2 unknow 

➔ solvable? what if nonlinear dynamics (e.g. 

cos, sin…) → could be very tricky → not always 

solvable 

 

 

 

Implizit Trapezoidal Method: principle of implizit Trapezoidal Method 

- take average between implizit and explicit Euler 

- take both at timestep where we are: take current 

slope & estimation slope at next timestep → average of 

slopes 

- Advantage: more accurate estimation bc average of 

two assumptions 

- Problem: has unknows at left and at right → 

Requires Solving Equation for each time step (implizit!) 
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The Runge-Kutta Method (‘classical’ RK4) 

- advantage: NOT requires Solving Equation for each 

time step 

- principle: we don’t use simple estimation that our 

system evolves from where we are for full timestep with 

the slope we are currently BUT instead we take average 

of different slopes (𝑘1, 𝑘2, 𝑘3, 𝑘4) 

a. 𝑘1 slope ad 𝑡 = 0 

b. 𝑘2: slope if we predict at 
ℎ

2
 using 𝑘1 

c. 𝑘3: predict where system would be at 
ℎ

2
  using 𝑘2 

d. … 

➔ simulation strongly depends on dynamics → NO best numerical integration 

➔  

 

C. Timestep h (fixed / adaptive) 

Basic idea: Choose ℎ1̂ as big as possible to safe 

a lot of calculation time, but as small as 

necessary to capture the dynamics of the problem 

There are area where the signal NOT change so 

much and area where the signal change → better If 

we have more resolution where the signal change 

and les where nothing happens 

 

 

Adaptive step Implementation 

1. Calculate step ℎ with “RK4” (with Runge-Kutta Method) 

2. Calculate step ℎ with “RK5” 

3. Use difference between 1 and 2 as error estimate for 1 

4. If error estimate (3) is 

- larger than tolerance, reduce ℎ. Return to 1 for the same step. 

- smaller than tolerance, success. Proceed to 1 for the next step. 

➔ principle implemented in a numerically efficient algorithm by Dormand & Prince 

(1980) is often used as default for numerical simulation softwares, e.g. Matlab/Simulink 

“ode45” 

 

Activation Dynamics Simulated with ode45 

 

➔ fitted very accurately 

 

 

➔ for MatLab: S. 32-S.34 
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2.1. Model Parameter Improvements 

 

➔ based on output / input error signal we can change 

parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2. Model Complexity 

- As simple as possible, as specific as necessary! 

- Makes it easier to: 

o Simulate 

o Find parameters → NOT by hand 

o Understanding of the model and its limits 

o Explain discrepancies between model and reality → we must do research on reality, NOT 

on model! 

o avoid overfitting → models must NOT adjust on the noise → NOT fitted 

 

2.3. Model Validation 
Testing if the model behaves well for “new/unused” data 

!!! Important !!! 

- A validation gives a quantitative measure (e.g. errors) on how your model generalizes to 

“new/unused” data. 

- Model validation is important to check for overfitting of your model. 

- If you use validation knowledge in any way to adapt, change, or select a model, it is not validation 

anymore! 

e.g. experiment with two dataset: first dataset used to fit a linear model and a quadratica model 

and other models (total 10 models) → validation of each of 10 models with second dataset → 

getting a validation number of each of the models → if I select one of the ten is not validation data 

anymore bc I used knowledge to make model selection 

- if I want make a validation I must take a third dataset and apply them → quantitative measured 

on expected prediction error 

- if I want make prediction for new people > validation dataset should contain people that were 

not in training 

 

2.4. Limitations 

- How does the system react to another input? 

➔ replace the input function → must NOT do new calculations 

- What if there is noise in u1(t)? 

➔ Non-Deterministic Structural Models: noise can be modelled and simulated (S. 41) → 

make the simulation a lot of times 

- Can the input u1(t)? be dependent on the state? 

“Assume u(t)? given as sort of a hidden function. You can ask for the value at any fixed t. “ 

u(t) can be anything that does only require information that is available to you at time point 𝑡. 
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➔ You could also model your input as a function of the current or past inputs or current 

state states or, e.g. u(t, x(t)) 

➔ FEEDBACK CONTROL simulation 

- output is knee angles 

- input is nerve activation to the two muscle 

- goal in CNS cause input 

if we record angle → proprioception / haptic sense / vision 

(sensor) → estimation of movement feedback to CNS to 

adapt reflex motion 

➔ FEEDBACK CONTROL is also possible 

 

 

2.5. Limitations of the ode45 simulation 

1. Calculation time (vs. accuracy / simulation duration) 

2. Memory (vs. accuracy / simulation duration) 

3. “Stiff” dynamics can result in very poor simulation results. 

“Stiff ODE” : “includes some terms that can lead to rapid variation in the solution” 

E.g.: Ground or Wall Impacts, Breaking of Links / Joints 

 

 

 

 

 


